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Abstract
As the prevalence of software continues to increase, so does the number of
bugs. Static analysis can uncover a multitude of bugs in a reasonable time
frame compared to its dynamic equivalent but is plagued by other issues such
as high false-positive alert rates and unclear calls to action, making it underu-
tilized considering the benefits it can bring with its bug-finding abilities. This
thesis aims to reduce the shortcomings of static analysis by implementing and
evaluating a template-based approach of automatically repairing bugs found
by static analysis. The approach is evaluated by automatically creating and
submitting patches containing bug fixes to open-source projects already util-
izing static analysis. The results show that the approach and developed tool
are valuable and decrease the number of bugs of the kind which static analysis
finds. Two possible ways of integrating the created tool into existing developer
workflows are prototyped and a comparison with a similar tool is performed
to showcase the different approaches’ differences, strengths and weaknesses.
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Sammanfattning
Antalet buggar i världen fortsätter öka i takt med utbredningen av mjukvara.
Statisk analys kan avslöja en mängd av buggar inom en rimlig tidsram jäm-
fört med dess dynamiska motsvarighet men plågas av andra problem som en
hög falskt positiv alarmfrekvens samt oklara uppmaningar till handling vil-
ket gör det underutnyttjat med tanke på fördelarna det kan medföra med sin
förmåga att finna buggar. Denna studie ämnar minska bristerna i statisk ana-
lys genom att implementera och utvärdera ett mallbaserat tillvägagångssätt för
att automatiskt reparera buggar som avslöjas genom statisk analys. Tillväga-
gångssättet utvärderas genom att automatiskt skapa och skicka in korrigeringar
som innehåller bugfixar till open source - projekt som redan använder statisk
analys. Resultaten visar att tillvägagångssättet och det utvecklade verktyget är
värdefulla och minskar antalet buggar av det slag som statisk analys hittar. Två
protyper skapas av möjliga sätt att integrera det skapade verktyget i befintliga
utvecklarflöden och en jämförelse med ett liknande verktyg utförs för att visa
de olika strategiernas skillnader, styrkor och svagheter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Handling bugs is costly. Developers spend a lot of time discovering, identify-
ing and resolving bugs instead of advancing their software. On top of wasting
valuable developer hours, bugs themselves can cause huge issues with enorm-
ous economic impact and in worst case scenarios, loss of life. It is estimated
that nearly half of all developer time is spent debugging [1] and there are sev-
eral examples of software bugs causing death and huge economic damage [2,
3, 4].

One way of detecting bugs is to make use of automatic static analysis tools
(ASATs). These tools analyse the source code without executing it, looking for
bugs, security vulnerabilities and bad programming practices ("code smells")
[5]. They can also be made to check the style and format of the code, making
sure that the standards are uniform across the code base to easemaintainability.

Despite their apparent usefulness, there are issues with ASATswhichmake
many developers weary of using them. One of the most prominent issues are
the number of alerts they raise and how many of those that are false-positives;
alerts which are not really issues. Dealing with the huge number of alerts can
be a daunting task for developers and having to also filter out the false-positives
makes many weary of using any static analysis tool [6].

The main objective of this thesis is to evaluate the feasibility of a template-
based approach for automatically generating fixes for static issues found using
the ASAT SonarQube1. This is achieved by building upon and evaluating the
automatic repair tool Sonarqube-repair2. By automating the detection and
reparation of bugs, we free up valuable developer time and prevent the bugs
from causing issues down the road.

1https://www.sonarqube.org/
2https://github.com/kth-tcs/sonarqube-repair

1
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1.1 Overview
Under the hood, Sonarqube-repair is a collection of code transformations cre-
ated with the open-source tool Spoon [7]. These code transformations identify
and change parts of code that have been marked as violations of some Sonar-
Qube rules. Every code transformation corresponds to a SonarQube rule.

1.2 Research questions
To evaluate Sonarqube-repair, it is applied to Spoon and several open-source
projects of the Apache Software Foundation which all contain violations of
rules it has implemented fixes for. When applied to these projects, the out-
put of Sonarqube-repair, the fixed files, is first manually evaluated and then
made into patches that are submitted as pull-requests to the respective pro-
jects. The responses to these pull-requests is what the overarching evaluation
of the template-based approach and Sonarqube-repair is primarily based on.

The research questions aim to break down different aspects of Sonarqube-
repair but many of the questions can be applied to other current or future tools
aiming to do the same thing (automatically repair programs of static analysis
violations using template-based fixes). Every research question also has its
evaluation method explained.

RQ1: To what extent are automatic template-based fixes acceptable by de-
velopers? We want to evaluate if template-based fixes, such as those generated
by Sonarqube-repair, are good enough to be acceptable by maintainers of "real
world" projects - projects that are active, sizeable and used.

The majority of our opened pull-requests to different open-source pro-
jects have been accepted, showing that the approach is viable. This is further
strengthened by other tools using the same approach having similar positive
results.

RQ2: What are some characteristics of static analysis rules fit for auto-
matic template-based fixes? This question does not strictly target Sonarqube-
repair but rather the larger scope of template-based repair of static violations
in general. Not all static analysis rules are fit for this repair approach and this
question aims to give some insights into what characteristics of rules that make
them more or less suitable.

Several characteristics of rules which indicate their fit for the template-
based approach have been identified over the course of the thesis. These in-
clude the false-alert rate of the rule, whether repairs can be made to not impact
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other parts of the code, and how valuable a fix for the rule actually is.
RQ3: How can Sonarqube-repair be integrated into existing continuous

integration (CI) workflows? A key aspect of any tool is not only what it can do
but also how it will be used. This question aims to investigate how Sonarqube-
repair (and similar tools) can be integrated into existing development work-
flows.

Two prototypes for different workflow integration approaches, designed
after already proven solutions, have been set up and evaluated on open-source
projects. Both prototypes are able to automatically detect rule violations, gen-
erate a fix and submit it as a pull-request.

RQ4: How does Sonarqube-repair compare to SpongeBugs? SpongeBugs
[8] is the tool most similar to Sonarqube-repair and a comparison of the tools
is valuable to showcase different implementations and aspects of the template-
based approach.

The comparison shows that both tools perform similarly for rules both im-
plement fixes for with only minimal differences even though they are built
using different code transformation tools with SpongeBugs utilising Rascal
[9] and Sonarqube-repair Spoon [7]. SpongeBugs includes repairs for more
static rules, making it more applicable in general.

1.3 Contributions
• We remake and expand upon Sonarqube-repair, a tool that can automat-
ically find, repair and submit fixes of static violations found in open-
source projects written in Java.

• We contribute to the open-source community by submitting several re-
pairs of static issues found in open-source projects of the Apache Soft-
ware Foundation.

• We aid further research within the field of automatic software repair by
creating a list of characteristics which mark static rules as fit or unfit for
a template-based repair approach.

• We design and develop two ways of integrating automatic repair tools
with existing CI workflows. Future tool creators can make use of this
knowledge to further their designs.
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Background

This chapter covers the theoretical background of the thesis, including auto-
matic code repair, static analysis, code transformation tools and continuous
integration. It touches on historical and current interest, key terms and chal-
lenges facing both automatic repair and static analysis. Spoon, a vital tool in
the centre of this thesis, is introduced along with some of its alternatives.

2.1 Automatic code repair
Automatic code repair is a phrase describing all types of actions that automat-
ically, without human intervention, solve software bugs. Given the enormous
global number of lines of code, and with it the huge number of bugs, any pro-
gress in automating the solving of even just a tiny subset of them is valuable.

History and current interest

Already back in the 1990s and early 2000s, much research was conducted on
automatically detecting bugs in software [10, 11, 12, 13]. Research on how
to automatically fix bugs naturally came later with only a few papers written
in the previous century as per the large (108 papers collected) meta-study on
automatic software repair conducted by Gazzola, Micucci and Mariani [14].
However, the same study shows how academic interest has picked up speed;
the number of publications in the subject has increased by an order of mag-
nitude since the early 2000s as shown in Figure 1. Measuring its usage in
industry is harder as data about internal tool usage is most often not readily
available. A notable exception is open-source projects where all data is avail-
able by design but even in that case, the usage of automatic repair has not

4
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Figure 1: Publications per year about automatic software repair from 1996 to
2016. [14]

been measured though several studies have measured the usage of automatic
detection of bugs using static analysis which is expanded upon in section 2.2.
The severely lacking evaluation of industrial usage is supported by the only
identified work within the field by Naitou et al. [15] who claim "...at this mo-
ment, there are no [other] studies that report evaluations of APR [Automatic
Program Repair] techniques on ISD [Industrial Software Development]".

Another issue with measuring usage of automatic program repair is that
some such tools are available as plugins for common IDEs which one most
often runs locally, making it hard to data mine usage. An example of a com-
monly used and one of the earliest effective tools for automatically detecting
and repairing Java bugs is FindBugs, developed by David Hovemeyer andWil-
liam Pugh in 2004 [16]. Findbugs is available today as a plugin for the 3 most
popular Java IDEs: IntelliJ, Ecplipse and Netbeans [17].

One indication of the rising popularity of automatic software repair in in-
dustry is how Facebook, one of the largest software companies in the world,
is developing a tool of their own, Getafix [18].

Terminology

When talking about software repair it is important to define exactly what kind
of repair one is referring to as there are two main approaches which target
and solve different kinds of issues. They unfortunately have no universally
accepted nomenclature. Monperrus [19] names the two types "Behavioral re-
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pair" and "State repair" while Gazzola, Micucci and Mariani [14] instead use
"Software repair" and "Software healing". For the remainder of this thesis,
Monperrus’ definitions will be used.

The two approaches mainly differ in when they are applied and what they
target. Behavioural repair is applied when the code is analysed during design
and testing and in that case, changes the source code. It can also be applied
at runtime in which case changes are made to the binary code of the running
program which involves a dynamic software update [20]. In contrast, state
repair is only activated during runtime when an application behaves incor-
rectly and rather than targeting the code of the running program, other kinds
of changes are applied to return the application to a healthy state. Examples
of such changes are making rollbacks to previous (healthy) states, altering en-
vironment variables (such as pointing to a backup location for resources) or
modifying input.

This thesis revolves around behavioural repair and fixing issues in the
source code to prevent them from causing issues in the future once an ap-
plication is deployed.

Challenges

One of the main challenges being researched in the field of automatic program
repair is the issue of automatically generated patches often suffering from over-
fitting. This is the concept of seemingly correct patches that pass all test cases
(including the previously failing one which triggered the automatic repair) but
break undertested functionality [21]. A simple example is a patch that deletes
any failing test case. That kind of "fix" would pass all remaining test cases but
obviously not repair any bug.

Some ways of discovering instances of overfitting are manual code review,
test suite amplification and automatic test generation [22, 23, 24, 25]. Code
review is a standard practice but diminishes the advantage of automation [14]
and automatic test generation and amplification suffer from their own issues
[26].

Another issue related to overfitting is how some functionality can be hard
or unusual to write tests for, such as for efficiency. If a used technique which is
proven to be themost efficient one is replaced by a less efficient (but functional)
one, there may not be any tests outside overarching time-outs (which usually
only come into play when a program has frozen) that pick it up as they only
check program functionality. We encountered this issue when synthesizing
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a patch for the Apache library JCR-Resource1. The patch, which replaced
a seemingly erroneous construct, passed all test cases but was found to be
improper as a comment within the source code of the project indicates that the
construct is intentional due to being more efficient than the proposed change.

Another issue automatic program repair faces is developer bias against
bots. Murgia et al. [27] showed how automatically created patches by bots
had a harder time getting accepted than human-made ones, even though the
patches were identical.

Tools

There are multiple available automatic repair tools and we choose to list the
ones most relevant to this thesis in chapter 3, RelatedWork. This thesis centres
around the development and evaluation of one such tool, Sonarqube-repair.

2.2 Static analysis
Static analysis is the process of analysing source code without executing it [5].
It can be done in a multitude of ways and be performed in different stages of
the development workflow:

Developers performmanual static analysis when reviewing their colleagues’
code [28] and IDEs do it automatically as they continuously analyse code as it
is being written, pointing out certain classes of bugs such as syntactic ones.

There are also more advanced tools (and IDE plugins) that expand the ana-
lysis to find many more bugs, code smells and security vulnerabilities. Some
of these advanced tools do not only point out bugs but can also to a limited
degree offer quick solutions (such as adding an import for a missing library),
classify and sort violations by severity and even estimate how long it will take
a developer to fix the violation [29]. The automatic static analysis tool Sonar-
Qube is one such tool. It was used when designing and developing Sonarqube-
repair as it is featured in many previous studies centred around static analysis
[8, 30, 31, 32] and is a widely used static analysis tool in industry with over
85.000 organizations utilizing it [31, 32].

Popularity of automatic static analysis tools

Static analysis is a popular subject in academia with plenty of studies sur-
rounding it [30, 33, 34, 35, 36]. As opposed to automatic code repair, indus-

1https://github.com/apache/sling-org-apache-sling-jcr-resource

https://github.com/apache/sling-org-apache-sling-jcr-resource
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trial usage is much more mature [36, 37, 38] and the usage of ASATs in the
world of open-source is growing with Vassallo et al. [35] showing how usage
increased significantly in just two years (2016-2018). Of their 176 analysed
projects, 117 (66%) used some ASAT.

Challenges

On paper, static analysis sounds like an invaluable addition to any organization;
a free tool that can detect hundreds of potential bugs in a reasonable time
frame. Even though it cannot find all types of bugs, such as logic ones, it has
been shown to find real bugs in benchmarks such as Defects4J [34]. Despite
all these advantages, it is still underutilized in general. On top of the relatively
poor usage, its results are often ignored or dismissed [31, 35, 37, 39].

Its flaws are what keeps developers sceptical with the major one being its
overwhelming number of false-positive alerts, sections of correct code be-
ing marked as erroneous/rule-breaking. The reasons for why correct code
gets flagged as erroneous are many and some examples are shown in sub-
section 6.1.3 where a certain static rule and its warnings are put under the
spotlight. The issue of false-positives is that developers must waste time un-
derstanding each warning and associated code to judge whether there is an
actual issue. ASATs also do not help much in this regard as the warnings can
often be obtuse and have no suggested repair action. Multiplied by thousands
of warnings in medium-sized projects, the scepticism towards static analysis
is not surprising.

The objective of every part of an organization’s developer workflow is to
aid developers in their everyday tasks, increase program stability, decrease the
number of bugs and vulnerabilities, and decrease the time-to-market for new
code. If developers feel as if static analysis is increasing their workload rather
than decreasing it, they will naturally become averse to it and eventually reject
it outright. This is the case of static analysis where its ability to find bugs often
does not compensate for the increased effort required by developers to sort out
its warnings. Automatic code transformation has been proposed as a possible
solution to this challenge. Though it may not aid in detecting false positives,
automatically constructing solutions to warnings and suggesting these to de-
velopers may improve usage as the effort required of developers decreases.
Instead of having to understand the warning, deciding on if it is a real bug or
not and creating a fix, developers would be presented with a solution which
would aid in all those operations. The fix can be accepted or rejected with the
push of a button or, if the solution is incomplete, act as a springboard for an
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acceptable solution.

2.3 Automatic code transformation
Automatic code transformation is the concept of having code be changed by
a program rather than a human. It can be used for many purposes such as
removing all invocations of some deprecated package, changing all calls to
a method which has had its signature changed or renaming all instances of a
variable to name a few. It can also be used to fix bugs using the template-based
approach researched in this thesis. By defining bug-patterns and fixes, the code
transformation program can look through the code for the given pattern and
apply the fix. A simple example of a filter and fix is that import statements
in Java programs should come before the class definition. If such an error
is encountered, the fix would be to simply move the affected lines to their
correct place. This kind of manually written templates are explored in this
thesis but there is also a different template-based approachwhere the templates
are based on previous fixes for the same error, mined from code repositories.
This alternative approach is further explained in section 3.3 with examples of
tools using it.

Tools

There are multiple tools which can analyse and transform source code. Some
are language specific such as JavaParser2 and Spoon (Java) or Coccinelle3 (C)
while others target multiple languages such as the Rascal Metaprogramming
Language [9]. Sonarqube-repair uses Spoon but given that it is uncoupled
from SonarQube and manually defines rule patterns rather than relying on
SonarQube’s analysis, other code transformation tools could have been used
to evaluate the template-based approach. This is the case of SpongeBugs [8]
which also uses a manually written template-based approach but uses Rascal
rather than Spoon. Some of the differences arising from the variation in code
transformation tools is available in section 6.4 where a thorough comparison
of Sonarqube-repair and SpongeBugs is documented.

Spoon [7] is a Java open-source library which gives Java developers the
ability to write powerful, yet simple, program analyses and transformations in
plain Java [7]. All fixes for SonarQube violations in this thesis were created

2https://javaparser.org/
3http://coccinelle.lip6.fr/

https://javaparser.org/
http://coccinelle.lip6.fr/
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using it. It offers three ways of creating transformations: An intercession API,
the use of code snippets, and template-based transformations. Sonarqube-
repair transformations were created using the first two methods. Its template-
based transformations were not explored. The technical aspect of the use of
Spoon is explained in section 4.3.

2.4 Continuous integration
Continuous integration is a popular development workflow where developers’
work is frequently merged, tested, and verified automatically, often by a build
system on a separate server [38, 40, 41]. There are tools that automate the
build, test, and verify processes and among those, Travis CI 4 is arguably the
most popular one on GitHub [41]. A regular workflow for a developer using
Travis CI is to check out a fork of the master branch, make changes and run
all tests locally before making a pull-request to the master branch. This will
trigger Travis CIwhichwill make a temporary fork of themaster branch, merge
the new contribution on top of it and run a battery of tests the maintainers
have specified. It may also do other things such as package the application,
create Docker containers andmore. Only when all tests have passed and Travis
reports no issues with merging to master will a reviewer typically look at the
pull-request. The reviewer may request changes to the pull-request before it is
deemed satisfactory and it can also happen that more than one reviewer must
approve of a pull-request before it can be merged.

4https://travis-ci.org/

https://travis-ci.org/


Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter documents the tools found over the course of this thesis that are
similar to Sonarqube-repair in different aspects. It starts with SpongeBugs,
the tool most similar to Sonarqube-repair and which RQ4 revolves around.
Next, similar tools that focus on CI are presented and later used for inspiration
when designing prototypes for RQ3. Lastly, two tools that use a template-
based approach but construct the templates based on data mining of old fixes
are presented.

3.1 The SpongeBugs approach
The work most similar to this thesis is the research conducted by Marcilio et
al. [8] which culminated in the creation of the tool SpongeBugs. It detects
violations of 11 rules checked by 2 popular ASATs, SonarQube and Spot-
Bugs, and generates fix suggestions based on manually created fix templates
for these violations. It mainly focuses on repairing static violations of the type
Code Smells. Of the 11 rules it implements repairs for, 9 are labeled Code
Smell by SonarQube and 2 are of the type BUG.

SpongeBugs uses themetaprogramming languageRascal [9] to both identify
and repair violations of static rules. For identification, a 2-step approach is
used. First, source code is analysed on a textual level for signs of rule viola-
tions. "Textual" meaning that the abstract syntax tree (AST) is not explored
but rather just the text of the code. If the first step returns possible violations,
the AST is fully explored. To confirm violations with enough certainty and to
modify the code during repair, the AST must be used. SpongeBugs includes
the first identification step as a way of quickening analysis since only looking
at the text is faster.

11
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The example SpongeBugs uses to illustrate their approach is with a static
rule which states that "Collection.isEmpty() should be used to test for
emptiness". In the first step, they look for the string "import java.util."
and for size comparisons such as ".size() == 0". If any are found, the
AST is explored and a fix is applied based on a manually created fix-template.
In this case, the fix-template replaces violating size comparisons with the
isEmpty() method.

To evaluate SpongeBugs, the authors selected 15 open-source projects based
on a number of criteria such as "the project has commit activity in the last
three months" and "the project is registered with SonarCloud (a cloud service
that can be used to run SonarQube on GitHub projects)". The latter require-
ment made it easier to identify possible violations their tool implemented a
fix-template for.

The authors then manually cloned and applied SpongeBugs to the different
projects and submitted repairs. In total, 38 pull-requests were submitted of
which 34 were approved.

Being themost similar work to this thesis, a detailed comparison of Sponge-
Bugs and this thesis’ tool, Sonarqube-repair, is available as part of research
question 4 in section 6.4.

3.2 CI-focused tools
Following are a couple of automatic program repair tools with a large focus
on how they integrate into existing project workflows. Their implementation
is mainly of interest for Research Question 3 which investigates integration of
automatic repair tools into existing CI workflows.

Refactoring-Bot [42] is a tool similar to SpongeBugs in that it bases its
automatic refactorings on SonarQube rules. Like SpongeBugs, it also focuses
on violations of the type Code Smell with all of its refactorings targeting
SonarQube violations of this type.

What sets it apart is its larger focus onworkflow integration. Due to the tool
being quite young, it still lacks evaluation but considerable effort has already
been put into how it will be integrated. Its creators decided to create it as a
bot whose "...behavior should not be distinguishable from that of a human de-
veloper" [42]. It achieves this by creating pull-requests containing its proposed
changes and leaves it up to developers to accept or decline these whenever it
suits them (it aims not to disrupt developer workflow in any way).
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Its most advanced workflow integration feature is the ability for developers
to make changes to an automatically generated PR by giving instructions dir-
ectly to the tool. They do this by making certain comments on pull-requests
such as "@Botname REMOVE PARAMETER maxCount" [42].

Refactoring-Bot requires some initial setup such as giving the bot a GitHub
user account as well as providing it with a SonarQube project key and host.
It also provides its users with a web UI from which one manually activates
the bot. It then uses SonarQube to identify violations and JavaParser [43] to
generate repairs.

RefBot [44] runs on an external server and integrates with GitHub through
a GitHub App. Whenever a pull-request is opened or merged, the bot analyses
the changed files for possible refactorings. Refactorings are made using the ge-
netic algorithm NSGA-II and have their quality measured using the QMOOD
quality assessment technique. If the tool finds a refactoring opportunity, it is
presented to the project maintainers as a pull-request. Maintainers then have
the option to not only accept or deny the PR but are presented with a full UI
where individual parts of the PR can be kept or ignored. Each change also has
its impact detailed. This is the most sophisticated developer - tool interaction
we have found.

Repairnator [45] is a collection of several automatic program repair tools
such as NPEFix [46], Nopol [47] and Astor [48]. It continuously monitors
publicly available Travis CI build data for failing builds and attempts to patch
them. When a failing build is encountered, Repairnator forks the project and
confirms the error by attempting to build the project. If the error persists loc-
ally, it makes use of its program repair tools to try to synthesize a patch. If
the patch fixes the error locally, it submits a pull-request after a manual sanity
check is performed by one of its maintainers.

Repairnator is automated to a high degree with the onlymanual process be-
ing a simple sanity-check intervention to make sure the patch is not faulty. Ex-
amples of a faulty patch which the tool may perceive as fine (due to it passing
all tests) is a patch which deletes the previously failing test case.

Its approach to developer workflow integration, running completely inde-
pendently of analysed projects and making pull-requests to them as if it was
any open-source contributor, is what the first prototyped model for Sonarqube-
repair’s CI-integration is based on.

C-3PR [49], like Repairnator, does not include any repair- or transforma-
tion functionality but instead makes use of other tools: ESLint, TSLint, and
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WalkMod Sonar plugin. C-3PR integrates these tools with projects hosted on
some different Version Control Systems (GitHub, BitBucket and GitLab) to
serve maintainers with pull-requests consisting of fixes for violations of static
analysis rules.

Once a commit is made to a project using C-3PR, an internal ranking al-
gorithm has the different tools at its disposal run static analysis and if a viola-
tion for which a fix is available is found, the fix is submitted as a PR. Once a
PR has been made, the bot watches the PR for feedback such as whether it is
accepted or denied which influences its ranking algorithm.

3.3 Automatic repair tools using a data min-
ing approach

Liu et al. [50] researched fix-pattern based patch generation and built AVATAR.
It is a tool which mines the history of repositories for earlier fixes to static
violations and uses machine learning to create abstract fix-patterns for static
rules. This is challenging as fixes can often include lines of code which are not
strictly necessary for the fix. Fix-templates for certain rules were then created
manually based on these abstract fix patterns and evaluated by showing how
they could solve bugs present in the Defects4J benchmark.

Bavishi et al. [51] created a similar program to AVATAR called Phoenix.
It, too, mines projects for fixes, learns fix patterns using programming by ex-
ample [52] and generates patches.

These two programs differ from Sonarqube-repair in that whereas they
looked at the repair history to find and learn fixes for bugs, Sonarqube-repair
contains no such "learning". Instead it is based completely on the catalogue
of fix templates developers have manually created. What these different ap-
proaches entail are that Sonarqube-repair cannot automatically improve/ex-
pand but that it can also repair some errors which AVATAR’s and Phoenix’s
algorithms are unable to. Examples include violations for which there are no
patches available to learn from or whose patches are unusable.

A downside of the manual approach is scale. Just for Java, SonarQube has
554 rules. While many are not suitable for template-based repair, it would
still take a considerable effort and many man-hours to sort out all potential
candidates and then create fixes for them. However, it has been shown that
in a study of static analysis usage, 20% of uncovered bugs corresponded to
80% of fixes [31]. Due to this, it is reasonable to assume that with proper
prioritization, it should be possible to manually create a number of template-
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based fixes that have a large positive impact.



Chapter 4

Design of Sonarqube-repair

This chapter documents the inner workings of Sonarqube-repair and aims to
explain why it is designed the way it is.

Sonarqube-repair is a collection of code transformations using Spoon [7].
These code transformations change parts of code that have been marked as
violations of some rules defined by the static analysis tool SonarQube. To
evaluate Sonarqube-repair, it was applied to Spoon and several open-source
projects of the Apache Software Foundation which contained violations of
rules it had fixes for.

4.1 Choice of projects to analyse
There are requirements for what projects can be analysed and have Sonarqube-
repair applied to them. First, the projects have to be written in Java as that is
the only language supported by Spoon. Next, as the research is not conducted
for any company, the projects have to be open-source. The projects should
also be "real" projects that are maintained and extensively used as opposed
to one-off minimal projects (such as school work) to ensure that results are
representative of real world application. The projects must also use the Maven
build system as it eases building and testing. Lastly, analysed projects should
already be using static analysis. This ensures that maintainers are aware of
what static analysis violations really are and provides valuable data into what
errors are ignored. Maintainers of projects not using static analysis may not be
aware of static issues (and subsequent Sonarqube-repair patches) while those
that do, are aware but choose not to act upon them.

Spoon fits the requirements and was the first project to be analysed. The
projects of the Apache Software Foundation also fulfil all requirements and are

16
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known to be complex and well tested [26] which makes them an ideal candid-
ate. Given the large number of different projects and maintainers of Apache,
results are considered to be representative despite all of them belonging to the
same encompassing organization.

4.2 Choice of rules to create repairs for
Rule criteria

When choosing what SonarQube rules to make code transformations for, a
couple of requirements should be fulfilled:

1. The rule should have a fix that can be applied to any violation, regardless
of context.

2. The rule should be marked as a BUG in SonarQube (as opposed to a
Code Smell or Security Vulnerability).

The first requirement ensures that patches generated by Sonarqube-repair will
have a higher applicability rate seeing as how they will not be reliant on the
analysed project. For the second requirement, we hypothesize that fixing bugs
should be of higher value to project maintainers than code smells while no
analysed rule of the type Security Vulnerability adheres to the first
requirement.

The first requirement is shared with SpongeBugs and evaluation of it is
made in the same way, manually. The second requirement is easily checked
by looking up any rule’s type in SonarQube.

Selected rules

The two violations of type BUG chosen by SpongeBugs fit the rule criteria and
are included to make a comparison between the tools’ repairs possible. These
rules are BigDecimalDoubleConstructor, S21111 and CompareStringsBoxed-
TypesWithEquals, S4973 2.

SonarQube rule S2111 states "Because of floating-point imprecision, you’re
unlikely to get the value you expect from the BigDecimal(double) constructor".
It raises a violation whenever the constructor of BigDecimal is invoked with a

1https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2111
2https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-4973

https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2111
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-4973
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parameter which is a floating type (double or float). Instead, SonarQube sug-
gest one to use the BigDecimal.valueOf method or using the String
constructor instead. This fits the first requirement well as any violation of the
rule can have the offending invocation simply be replaced with a new method
call without impacting other parts of the code. Creating a filter which looks
for constructor calls of the BigDecimal class with a floating type parameter
is also a simple affair.

The second bug fix implemented by SpongeBugs, S4973, raises a violation
whenever Strings or Boxed types are compared using the == or != oper-
ators as this compares their location in memory rather than their value. Object
types include the equals method which should be used instead. Finding
and replacing these violations is well suited for the capabilities of Spoon and
the effects of the replacements should not affect any other parts of the code
or require additional changes by developers, making the rule fulfil the first
requirement.

Spoon is the natural first project to look at and from its violations, rules Ar-
rayHashCodeAndToString, S21163 and IteratorNextExceptionCheck, S22724
are identified as adhering to the requirements and picked.

S2116 raises a violation when toString (or hashCode) is called on
an array. This is almost always an error as it does not convert the contents of
an array to a string but rather returns a string consisting of the array’s type
followed by an @-sign and a hash code. The correct way to get the contents of
an array is to make use of the Java built-in library Arrays’ toString (or
hashCode) method and giving the array as parameter. The solution adheres
to the first requirement and lends itself well to the capabilities of Spoon as it
also handles imports.

The forth chosen violation, S2272, states that "By contract, any implement-
ation of the java.util.Iterator.next method should throw a NoSuchElementEx-
ception exception when the iteration has no more elements". A violation is
raised whenever an implementation of next is found not to throw the correct
error. As Spoon lends itself well to inserting new code snippets, the template-
based solution chosen for this violation is to create a snippet consisting of a
method call to the hasNext method and a throw statement and inserting this
at the beginning of any violating next implementation. This solution is the-
orized to always be applicable and hence fulfil the first requirement.

3https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2116
4https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2116

https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2116
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2116
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Discarded rules

Some examples of rules which do not adhere to the first requirement are found
when analysing the Sonarcloud instance used by the Apache Foundation for
SonarQube analysis5. Filtering violations to only show those written in Java
and of the type BUG results in a total of 1.7 thousand violations across 59
unique rules.

The most common one is S2259, "Null pointers should not be derefer-
enced"6, with 358 violations. This rule is not fit for template-based repair as
explained in a question for how to do just that which was asked on GitHub
on the 19th of July 20187 and received the answer that any template-based
approach would "..remove a result instead of a cause" as the issue is not the
possibility of a method returning null but rather the deliberate usage of null
to say something about the returned value of the method. An acceptable fix
would include refactoring all offending methods to use a null-free solution.
Implementing a template to do that would not be simple as a deep understand-
ing of the method and its workings would be required. It would also require
possibly changing code in multiple places as simply altering a returned value
to e.g. return an empty string rather than null would most likely break methods
reading the returned value as they would be expecting null.

The secondmost common violation is S3077, "Non-primitive fields should
not be volatile"8 with 288 violations. Creating a repair-template with Spoon
to remove the "volatile" keyword from all non-primitive fields would be trivial
but unlikely to come without consequence; there is a reason developers have
included it. E.g. in the case of the Apache Commons VFS library9, source
code comments (Figure 2) indicate the usage is due to the requirements of
the design-pattern "double-checked locking" [53]. SonarQube itself also in-
dicates how solving violations of this type is not simple by its estimation that
a fix is approximately a 20-minute effort (as opposed to a 5-minute effort for
many "simpler" rules) and the description for the fix simply states that "...some
other method should be used to ensure thread-safety, such as synchronization,
or ThreadLocal storage". Introducing synchronization requires a deeper un-
derstanding of the code, making general template-based approaches unlikely
to be successful. A partial solution fit for the template-based approach could
be to replace regular arrays using the volatile keywordwith relevant AtomicAr-

5https://sonarcloud.io/organizations/apache
6https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2259
7https://github.com/INRIA/spoon/issues/2250
8https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-3077
9https://github.com/apache/commons-vfs

https://sonarcloud.io/organizations/apache
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2259
https://github.com/INRIA/spoon/issues/2250
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-3077
https://github.com/apache/commons-vfs
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Figure 2: SonarQube analysis of the Commons VFS Project file SftpFileSys-
tem.java showing the reason for using the volatile keyword being the Double-
Checked Locking design-pattern.

Name ID Description of violation
BigDecimalDoubleConstructor S2111 Calling the constructor of BigDecimal with a floating-type parameter
ArrayHashCodeAndToString S2116 Calling toString on an array
IteratorNextExceptionCheck S2272 Not throwing NoSuchElementException in implementations of method ’next’
CompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals S4973 Comparing strings or boxed types using ’==’ or ’!=’

Table 4.1: List of rules for which code transformations are made

ray classes which would solve a subset of all these violations. This approach
is not further explored in this thesis.

Summary

The chosen rules are listed in Table 4.1.

4.3 Spoon processors
Every code transformation in Sonarqube-repair is a custom Spoon processor,
consisting of two parts: a filter and an action. In Spoon, these two parts are
represented by two methods, isToBeProcessed and process. The filter
decides if analysed code contains the violation looked for and if it returns true,
the action-stage performs the actual code transformation.

Filter

In the filter, the type of code element to analyse is first defined. This can
be quite narrow, such as only looking at catch-statements or as broad as
analysing every statement or even each individual element.

https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2111
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2111
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2116
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2116
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2272
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-2272
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-4973
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-4973
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Figure 3: Filter of a Spoon processor for SonarQube rule S2116

Figure 4: Action of a Spoon processor for SonarQube rule S2116

Next, patterns to match for are specified. In the case of Sonarqube-repair,
these patterns are based on violations of SonarQube rules. Figure 3 shows the
filter of the processor created for rule S2116, ArrayHashCodeAndToString.
As explained in section 4.2, the rule specifies that callingtoString or hash-
Code on an array is almost always an error. To find this error, the filter of the
processor iterates over all invocations in the analysed file (row 18). Whenever
one is found, it is first checked for null (row 20) before asserting whether the
invocation is made on an array (row 25). If it is indeed an invocation targeting
an array, the executable (the method) is checked for being either toString
or hashCode (constants defined earlier in the code). If the filter returns true,
the action phase of the processor is invoked to fix the error.

Action

In the case of rule S2116, the correct behaviour is achieved by invoking the
library Arrays class’ toString method (or hashCode) and having the
array as parameter. Figure 4 shows how the same invocation which triggered
the filter is sent to the process-method. Here, the array is first extracted
(row 34) and a code snippet and type for the Arrays class are created (rows
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35 and 36). The new method to replace the old one is thereafter constructed
based on whether the original invocation was for toString or hashCode
and the old invocation is finally replaced by the new one (row 47).

4.4 Spoon modes
Spoon has twomodeswhen transforming code: normal and sniper. They differ
in what code they target when making transformations.

Sniper-mode is much more specific and tries to only change code specific-
ally marked for change by a processor while normal-mode, besides doing the
change defined by a processor, alsomakes other general transformations across
the file. These include modifying imports by adding a wildcard to a parent
directory and removing other import statements using that path, changing tab-
ulation across the file, changing how comments are marked (such as removing
wildcards at the start of every line in a multi-line comment) and more. These
kinds of additional changes are positive if one wishes to keep the code style
consistent across a project but the catch is that changes must be applied to all
files of the project. Sonarqube-repair aims to make small bug fixes to indi-
vidual files, not change a project’s entire coding-style.

Sonarqube-repair is also envisioned to be applicable to any existing pro-
ject in a simple manner; having to customize its settings for individual coding
styles takes away from this simplicity.

For these reasons, normal-mode did not serve the purpose of Sonarqube-
repair well and sniper-modewas usedwhenever possible. Unfortunately, sniper-
mode being a relatively new addition to Spoon, still has some bugs which
makes it unusable for certain files due to it crashing. It also exhibits some
milder unwanted peculiarities such as adding redundant parentheses around
some statements, failing to add a newline before a new statement or adding an
extra whitespace before a semicolon. Most of these changes are strictly syn-
thetic and have no semantic impact. It should be noted that these errors are
magnitudes smaller in the amount of lines unnecessarily changed compared to
transformations using normal-mode.

4.5 Creation of pull-requests
Once projects, rules and processors were chosen and created, processors were
applied to applicable projects to generate fixes and subsequent pull-requests.

Though the end-goal of Sonarqube-repair is to have a fully autonomous
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system that generates patches and creates pull-requests all on its own, only the
tool’s autonomous capability to fix violations is truly researched in this thesis.

Creation and submission of all pull-requests was manual though simu-
lated to imitate what automatic creation could look like. This was achieved
by coming up with a pull-request message template that was applied to every
pull-request, just as an autonomous process would do. The message title was
identical to the title of the violated SonarQube rule and relevant links were
included: a link to the violated rule, a link to the violation on the Sonarcloud
dashboard, and a link to the opened Jira ticket (which was also manually cre-
ated). Including "links to more info" is a positive aspect of PRs generated by
static analysis tools [49].

To increase patch acceptability, cues were taken from the study of Tao, Han
and Kim [54] who gave guidelines on what to avoid when creating patches and
what to do to increase the chance of having them accepted. They found the
primary reason for patch rejection being incomplete or suboptimal patches,
meaning that the offered solution is not deemed ideal. This was less of a prob-
lem for Sonarqube-repair as we purposefully chose issues which have a clear
and simple fix as explained in section 4.2. Another prevalent reason for rejec-
tion is patches using a coding style inconsistent with the project’s which is a
claim also backed up by Nurolahzade et al. [55]. This is the major reason for
why a functioning sniper-mode is a requirement for any Spoon-created patches
to ever be fully automated. The normal-mode of Spoon adds its own styling to
a file, changing it considerably, which will result in patch rejection. The pecu-
liarities of sniper-mode which makes some transformations add unnecessary
syntactic changes are therefore also considered a blocker for full automation.

Another reason for patch rejection is a lack of unit tests [54] which was
encountered when making a pull-request to the Apache Commons Configur-
ation10 library. When an issue was initially opened on Jira, we were asked to
add a unit test to the pull-request. The unit test made the issue much clearer
and additional tests created by maintainers in response uncovered more issues
in the project than previously thought. This uncovering and its implications
are discussed in subsection 6.1.1.

Including a unit test increases patch acceptability but is a hard task to auto-
mate and creators of automatic patches may just have to accept the decreased
patch acceptability rate for now as research in automatic test generation and
amplification is ongoing [22, 23, 24, 25].

Tao, Han and Kim [54] also mention how reviewers’ "trust" towards the
patch writer plays a role in patch acceptability and outline the importance for

10https://github.com/apache/commons-configuration

https://github.com/apache/commons-configuration
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the patch writer to communicate with project members before and after sub-
mitting their patch as well as being responsive to any communication. This
is the reason for why only one patch was initially submitted for the Com-
pareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals rule to theApache Sling library even though
there were other such violations across multiple projects. Suddenly opening
several pull-requests for the same issue was considered risking the important
"trust" if the fix was rejected and maintainers were made to waste time closing
several identical pull-requests. Poor "timing" will lead to patch rejection if it
is deemed irrelevant or out of the primary focus of the project [54]. The PR to
the Sling library was accepted but a reviewer commented that "This doesn’t fix
a bug but makes the code more explicit and compliant"11 leading us to still ask
the maintainers for explicit approval before submitting additional pull-requests
for the rule.

4.6 CI-chain integration
Two models for how Sonarqube-Repair can be integrated with CI usage are
designed and prototyped.

The first model is inspired by the setup of Repairnator [45], where an in-
stance of Sonarqube-repair is envisioned to run on an external server and con-
tinuously crawl the Internet for suitable projects which it analyses for static
violations it has fix-templates for. If one is found, a fork is made and the fix
is applied to a new branch. After a manual sanity-check is made to ensure the
patch is reasonable, a pull-request is opened. For the prototype, three Apache
projects with known false-positive violations of some SonarQube rules for
which Sonarqube-repair has fix-templates were chosen and given as input to
the model.

In the second model, Sonarqube-repair is integrated into individual pro-
jects’ development workflows as another part of the pipeline. It runs on any
files that are included in new commits to the master branch of the project, eval-
uating them for any static violation for which a fix is available and applying
it in a new branch before opening a pull-request to the master branch. For the
prototype, a fork of an Apache project was made and integrated with Travis
CI. A script for the integration-model was added to the fork together with a
single line to the Travis configuration for running it. The model was evaluated
by making commits to the master branch and observing Sonarqube-repair’s

11https://github.com/apache/sling-org-apache-sling-discovery-impl/
pull/1

https://github.com/apache/sling-org-apache-sling-discovery-impl/pull/1
https://github.com/apache/sling-org-apache-sling-discovery-impl/pull/1
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behaviour.



Chapter 5

Experimental methodology

5.1 RQ1: Towhat extent are automatic template-
based fixes acceptable by developers?

The research question aims to answer whether automatically created patches
are good enough to bemerged bymaintainers as if they were written by any de-
veloper. This is mainly evaluated based on the responses of project maintainers
to pull-requests opened by Sonarqube-repair but also by manual inspection of
its proposed fixes. Not only are patches judged on whether they are merged or
denied, but also on the discussions they spark and what possible amendments
maintainers ask for.

Manual inspection

Before submission, every fixed project has its test suite ran locally. Failing any
unit test is an easy way of knowing if a generated patch is poor though passing
all tests does not say much about whether it is correct due to the problem of
overfitting as described in subsubsection 2.1. However, if a build failure occurs
locally, it is also manually inspected to figure out if the issue is with the fix
itself or other factors such as unnecessary syntactic changes being added by
the processor. For the latter case, manual amendments are performed as this is
not regarded as a failure of the generated fix but rather outside circumstance.

Pull-request response

Sonarqube-repair is mainly evaluated by how the patches it creates and the sub-
sequent pull-requests it submits to projects are received by maintainers. Some

26
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pull-requests that have changes requested may still be regarded as successful
if the changes are assessed to not be a failure of the fix itself.

Maintainers are not made aware of the fact that fixes are automatically
generated (except in the case of Spoon) and are engaged in conversation about
pull-requests in accordance with the tips of Tao, Han and Kim [54], making it
harder to detect.

5.2 RQ2: What are some characteristics of
static analysis rules fit for automatic template-
based fixes?

As research continues within the field of automatic template-based repair, we
want to contribute to it by identifying certain characteristics of static analysis
rules which make them fit or unfit for the approach. This should aid future
researchers in choosing what rules to pursue fix templates for.

The process of identification runs concurrentlywith the evaluation of Sonarqube-
repair and RQ1. As rules for Sonarqube-repair are chosen, fix templates de-
signed, and feedback received for the generated pull-requests, our knowledge
of rules’ characteristics increases. We observe and quantify rule characterist-
ics over the course of the thesis in all its different stages:

Choosing rules

When choosing what rules to implement repair templates for, we look at pre-
vious research and their findings relating to this research question. Some of
those findings can be confirmed or denied promptly, such as those that mark
certain rules as unsuitable due to their complexity. If we are unable to design
templates that detect and fix violations of such rules, we can identify what
characteristics of those rules that make them unsuitable for the approach.

Results of created templates

The chosen rules and their characteristics are measured by how well their re-
spective repair templates perform both in regards to the amount of violations
caught but also how acceptable the fixes are to developers.

We look at how many violations of the rule Sonarqube reports and how
many of those we catch and are able to successfully repair. The feedback from
project maintainers on pull-requests is then analysed to make claims about the
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rules and their characteristics. This feedback does not only include whether
or not the proposed solution is accepted or not but also any comments or dis-
cussion among developers.

5.3 RQ3: How can Sonarqube-repair be in-
tegrated into existing continuous integ-
ration (CI) workflows?

We wish to evaluate possible avenues for how Sonarqube-repair can be integ-
rated into existing workflows. We start by consulting previous research and the
approaches of similar tools, documented in section 3.2. Here, two approaches
are identified: having the tool be completely standalone from the analysed pro-
ject (like in the case of Repairnator [45]) or integrating the tool into individual
projects’ workflows (like Refactoring-Bot [42]).

We create two prototypes, one for each of the approaches. The prototypes
are tested using Apache Software Foundation projects but are only ran locally,
on forked instances of the projects. This entails that the prototypes do not
create pull-requests to the main repositories and that the project maintainers
are never included in the prototype evaluation.

The reason for this is that the second model would require substantial ac-
tion by project maintainers, having them integrate the tool into their workflow
as well as accepting the risk of integrating an incomplete tool which is still
under development.

The first model could be used when evaluating Sonarqube-repair as part
of RQ1 since its implementation requires no effort from project maintainers
as it is completely decoupled from the projects it creates pull-requests for.
The reason it is not used is that the general evaluation of Sonarqube-repair
takes precedence over its workflow integration capabilities and we want to
have full control of the produced pull-requests without the Repairnator-like
middle-layer.

The prototypes are evaluated based on how easy they are to integrate into
the chosen Apache projects and how well they work. The latter is based on
if they successfully create pull-requests at the right step in the workflow and
include correct commit messages.
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5.4 RQ4: How does Sonarqube-repair com-
pare to SpongeBugs?

Like Sonarqube-repair, SpongeBugs also aims to fix violations of static ana-
lysis rules in an automated manner using a template-based approach. We com-
pare the tools in several different ways: what their repairs look like for the same
rules, the rules they include repairs for, how they work on a technical level and
what their integration into existing workflows is like.

Rules both tools target

To compare the tools, Sonarqube-repair implements fix-templates for two rules
that SpongeBugs also targets. A comparison of the two tools’ fix implement-
ations is made by looking at pull-requests made by SpongeBugs for these two
rules and comparing its proposed fixes to those created by Sonarqube-repair
for the same original files. To access those files, the projects are cloned and
the commit right before the SpongeBugs fix is checked out. Sonarqube-repair
is then applied to that version of the project and its output is compared to that
of SpongeBugs.

Differences in rule selection

More high-level comparisons are also made. These include comparing the
rules each tool implements a fix-template for. This, in turn, includes the num-
ber of rules they target, if the rules are of the type Code Smell or Bug and
why each tool chose to repair the rules it did.

Implementation/technical differences

We also compare how the tools work from a technical perspective. This is
mainly a comparison between the underlying tools both SpongeBugs and Sonarqube-
repair employ to identify rule violations and generate fixes for these. Those
tools are compared on how easy they are to use and how applicable they are
(what languages they support).

Workflow integration

Lastly, we look at how the different tools can be integrated into existing de-
veloper workflows and how far they have come in this regard. This relates to
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the previous research question and looks at how automated the process of gen-
erating pull-requests is and how much effort is required of project maintainers
to start using the tool.



Chapter 6

Experimental Results

This section presents the results obtained over the course of this thesis and
are separated into their respective research questions. As Sonarqube-repair
is mainly evaluated based on its created pull-requests and their reception, re-
search question 1 is further divided into pull-requests submitted for each rule.

6.1 RQ1: Towhat extent are automatic template-
based fixes acceptable by developers?

Research question 1, which aims to measure the feasibility and value of the
template-based approach to automatic program repair of bugs found using
static analysis is mainly evaluated based on the pull-requests submitted by
Sonarqube-repair.

14 pull-requests have been made in total. Three of them to the Spoon lib-
rary and the rest to projects maintained by the Apache Software Foundation.
Only two of the fixes have been fully automated, the rest requiring some form
of manual input due to Spoon making unnecessary syntactic changes as dis-
cussed in section 4.4.

Table 6.1 gives an overview of pull-requests made to different projects and
rules and shows the number of violations that were found as well as the status
of the pull-request. Rule S4973, CompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals, has
the most pull-requests due to the many true-positive violations found of this
kind. Spoon is the project with the most pull-requests made to it as it was
the first project analysed and had a large influence on what rules repairs were
implemented for as discussed in section 4.2. A breakdown of the responses to
the 14 pull-requests can be viewed in Table 6.2 and individual pull-requests

31
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are discussed in more detail in the following sections dedicated to each rule.

Rule/Project S2111 S2116 S2272 S4973

Commons Configuration 1 violation
PR Open No violations 1 violation

False Positive No violations

JSPWiki No violations No violations No violations 3 violations
PR Merged

Sling Auth Core No violations No violations No violations 1 violation
PR Open

Sling Discovery No violations No violations No violations 1 violation
PR Merged

Sling Feature No violations No violations No violations 1 violation
PR Merged

Sling JCR Resource No violations No violations No violations
2 violations
False Positives
PR Closed**

Sling Launchpad Base No violations No violations No violations 14 violations
PR Open

Sling Scripting ESX No violations No violations No violations 1 violation
PR Merged*

Sling Scripting JSP No violations No violations No violations 8 violations
PR Denied***

Spoon No violations 1 violation
PR Merged

2 violations
PR Merged

3 violations
PR Merged*

PDFBox 1 violation
PR Merged No violations 2 violations

PR Merged No violations

Total violations 2 1 5 34
Total true violations 2 1 4 32
Accepted patched violations 1 1 4 9
Denied patched violations 0 0 0 8
Unanswered patched violations 1 0 0 15

Table 6.1: The number of violations found for each rule and project for which
at least one PR was submitted to as well as the status of submitted PRs. Wild-
cards are explained in Table 6.2

6.1.1 Automatic repair of SonarQube rule S2111, Big-
DecimalDoubleConstructor

Two pull-requests have been made for rule S2111, BigDecimalDoubleCon-
structor. One to the Commons Configuration library and one to PDFBox1.
Both repairs use sniper-mode (section 4.4) and are the only pull-requests to

1https://github.com/apache/pdfbox

https://github.com/apache/pdfbox
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Description Amount Wildcard in Table 6.1
PR merged without any required amendment 7
PR merged after manually inverting parameters 2 *
PR closed by author due to being false-positive 1 **
PR denied and replaced with //NOSONAR 1 ***
Communication from project maintainers but no verdict 1
No communication from project maintainers 3

Table 6.2: Responses to pull-requests

not require any manual intervention as Sonarqube-repair does not make any
unnecessary syntactic changes as part of the code transformation.

The commit to the Commons Configuration library2 fails a unit test (which
was overlooked when testing the patch locally) where an assertion checks for
the returned value "42" but instead gets "42.0" after the changes of the PR are
applied. This sparked a lengthy discussion among the maintainers of the pro-
ject as to the right way to repair the bug (which was deemed a true-positive).
Alex Herbert, a maintainer, referred to the source code of the BigDecimal class
in his comment on the 29th of October 2019: "So there is an issue that conver-
sion using Double.toString(double) always puts a decimal point in the output
string. This results in BigDecimal having a different scale when constructed
using ’BigDecimal.valueOf(double)’ rather than ’new BigDecimal(double)’.
This is even documented in the BigDecimal source code as a problem when us-
ing BigDecimal.valueOf(0.0) that it cannot return BigDecimal.ZERO"3. Evid-
ently, the bug is a known limitation of the BigDecimal class and is an example
of how hard it is account for all possible edge-cases when constructing repair
templates. This is discussed further in subsection 6.2.6.

Additional pull-requests for this rule were held off in anticipation of a res-
olution to the discussion but as it did not progress further, a second pull-request
to the PDFBox project was made and subsequently merged.

The pull-request to the Commons Configuration library shows that the fix
may not be as great of a candidate for automated repair as initially thought due
to the slight change in output. In a later comment, Herbert also points out how
if this fix was to be applied, other similar violations (which are not caught by
SonarQube) should also be amended for consistency’s sake. This makes an
argument for why the current fix of the issue may be non-optimal.

On the other hand, the pull-request to PDFBox as well as a pull-request
made by SpongeBugs to the Eclipse IDE project (using the same solution) were

2https://github.com/apache/commons-configuration/pull/37
3https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CONFIGURATION-766

https://github.com/apache/commons-configuration/pull/37
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CONFIGURATION-766
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both approved (a closer look at SpongeBugs’ fix is available in section 6.4).

6.1.2 Automatic repair of Sonarqube rule S2116, Ar-
rayHashCodeAndToString

Only one pull-request has been submitted for the ArrayHashCodeAndToString
rule. The violation was found in Spoon and the code transformation could not
make use of sniper-mode due to it not functioning at the time. The usage of
normal-mode results in the produced fixed file differing from the original file
by 117 lines even though only a single one is required for the intended fix
(the one required line is part of the 117). As explained in section 4.5, the
superfluous changes have to be reverted due to the importance of maintaining
code style whenmaking changes. Hence, wemanually extracted the one line of
importance and submitted it as a patch. It was merged by project maintainers
shortly thereafter.

The reason no more pull-requests were made for this rule is that no viola-
tions of it have been found in any analysed Apache project.

6.1.3 Automatic repair of Sonarqube rule S2272, Iter-
atorNextException

Two pull-requests have been submitted for the IteratorNextException rule. One
to Spoon and the second one to PDFBox. For the one made to Spoon, sniper-
mode worked well except its failure to add a line break before the newly inser-
ted statement. This was manually amended before submitting the PR which
was merged.

For the PR made to PDFBox, sniper-mode crashed on some violating files,
forcing the use of normal-mode. Like in the case of ArrayHashCodeAndTo-
String (subsection 6.1.2), the use of normal-mode resulted in many superflu-
ous changes beside the intended fix. These were all removed manually before
submitting the pull-request which was merged.

As opposed to the ArrayHashCodeAndToString rule, there are many viol-
ations of the IteratorNextException rule in Apache projects yet only two pull-
requests made. This is due to manual inspection of violating files revealing
that the vast majority of violations are false-positives. This means that though
they break the SonarQube rule, a fix is not justified and several reasons for this
have been identified for this specific rule:

• One of the most common reasons among the Apache projects is that
SonarQube only looks at the "top level" of the method when evaluating
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the rule, meaning that a violation is raised if an analysed implementation
of a next method does not explicitly throw a NoSuchElementEx-
ception. This evaluation of the rule does not take into account the
method handling (and throwing) this error on a "second level" such as
by making use of the next method of the java.util.Iterator
class. That method throws the appropriate error if no more elements
remain in the iterator.

• Another source of false-positives occur in projects that have several im-
plementations of nextmethods in the same file (such as the Commons-
Collections4 library. Rather than each implementation checking for the
same error and throwing the same exception, a single help-methodwhich
does both has been defined and all implementations call it. This is good
coding practice as it reduces code repetition but still raises a SonarQube
violation due to the ASAT not "following" the program flow to the help-
method.

• A third cause of false-positive alerts is that some projects choose to
throw a different error than NoSuchElementException. Examples
include IndexOutOfBoundsException, UnsupportedOper-
ationException or the general Exception in some cases where
most of the method logic is enclosed in a try-catch statement.

6.1.4 Automatic repair of Sonarqube rule S4973, Com-
pareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals

Nine pull-requests have been submitted for the CompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals
rule. Eight to Apache projects and one to Spoon.

One PR submitted to the Apache Sling JCR Resource project5 was dis-
covered to be a false-positive shortly after submission, leading to its closing
before any reviewer could get to it.

Of the 8 remaining ones, 3 were accepted outright, 2 were accepted after
a manual amendment, 2 have yet to be reviewed and the last one was denied.

The pull-requests are further broken down below.
4https://github.com/apache/commons-collections
5https://github.com/apache/sling-org-apache-sling-jcr-resource

https://github.com/apache/commons-collections
https://github.com/apache/sling-org-apache-sling-jcr-resource
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Excluding code from static analysis

The one denied pull-request had its first reviewer ask for a second opinion as
to whether the project included a mechanism which made the change unne-
cessary. The second reviewer replied that the code was several years old and
originally copied from the Apache Tomcat6 library. His assessment was that
there was probably a good reason for why the "==" operator was used and that
the risk of changing the code now was not worth it. He also mentioned that
excluding the offending lines from future SonarQube analysis was warranted.
This led to us modifying the PR to revert the changed equality checks and in-
stead add a //NOSONAR comment to each offending line. //NOSONAR tells
SonarQube to ignore the line and any violations it may raise when perform-
ing analysis. This phenomenon of "ignoring" old code was also identified by
Vassallo et al. [35] who sawmaintainers disabling warnings for old code when
introducing static analysis to pre-existing projects.

The completely changed PR was accepted and merged but as the accepted
fix was not in any way generated by Sonarqube-repair, we mark it as being
denied.

Inverting parameters

The manual amendments requested for two of the pull-requests were to in-
vert the parameter order to protect against possible NullPointerExcep-
tions. This is actually a violationmarked as a Code Smell by SonarQube,
rule S11327, which states that string literals should be placed on the left-hand
side of method calls to equals. As Sonarqube-repair does not have a pro-
cessor for rule S1132, the parameter inversions were performed manually.

equals -> compareTo

One of the pull-requests that wasmergedwithout any amendment request, later
had a second reviewer ask for a new PR to enhance the changes. He requested
the use of the Integer.compareTo method rather than equals as both
parameters were indeed of the class Integer. This change was made manually
in a subsequent pull-request and promptly merged.

As the initial patch generated by Sonarqube-repair was merged, the PR
is marked as accepted. The second PR, made completely manually, is not
counted among the evaluating pull-requests.

6http://tomcat.apache.org/
7https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-1132

http://tomcat.apache.org/
https://rules.sonarsource.com/java/RSPEC-1132
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Spoon modes used

Regarding Spoon modes used for the code transformations, though the pull-
requests submitted to Spoon for the CompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals
rule used the sniper-mode of Spoon, a bug in it caused a comment to be moved
inside amethod declaration, rendering the code uncompilable. This was one of
the few cases where the shortcomings of sniper-mode made semantic changes
rather than strictly syntactic ones. The error was manually amended before
patch submission.

The patch submitted to the SlingDiscovery library could not bemade using
sniper-mode due to a bug causing it to crash, forcing the use of normal-mode.
This resulted in a difference of 331 lines of code whereas only 1 was required.
The relevant line was manually extracted and all other changes reverted.

All other pull-requests for this rule were made using sniper-mode and the
only manual amendment required was the removal of a single whitespace on
each transformed line.

6.1.5 Conclusion
Though most of the pull-requests made over the course of this thesis required
some manual input, most of it (removing unnecessary syntactic changes) was
not due to the automated manner of fix generation but rather bugs in the tools.

Given that most pull-requests, made to different projects with varying re-
viewers, were accepted, we conclude that the template-based approach is vi-
able and worth pursuing further. The fact that SpongeBugs, a tool using the
same approach, has also made numerous contributions to real world projects
is another indication of its value to software development.

Another benefit of the approach is the value it generates for developers
by offering a fix-suggestion rather than only presenting an issue (like most
ASATs). The pull-request made to the Apache Commons Configuration lib-
rary for the BigDecimalDoubleConstructor error did not getmerged (still open)
but did lead to developers finding more issues (which were not caught by Son-
arQube) and opened the path to have these resolved. The bug was initially
found by static analysis but asMarcilio et al. [31] so eloquently puts it: "If these
analysis tools could also automatically provide suggestions on how to fix the
issues that trigger some of the warnings, their feedback would become more
actionable and more directly useful to developers". This thesis lends strength
to this statement as issues which were discovered years ago by static analysis
were only fixed once Sonarqube-repair offered fix suggestions for them. An
example being the pull-request submitted (and merged) to JSPWiki which was
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discovered by SonarQube 6 years ago8.

RQ1: The positive response to most of Sonarqube-repair’s submitted pull-
requests and the additionally identified value of fix-suggestions for de-
velopers lead us to claim that the template-based approach is valuable as it
is effective at both fixing bugs and improving developer knowledge of them
and their projects in general.

6.2 RQ2: What are some characteristics of
static analysis rules fit for automatic template-
basedfixes?

To evaluate what characteristics of static analysis rules that make them suitable
for the template-based approach, initial work was done when choosing what
rules to implement repair-templates for and is documented in section 4.2.

The four chosen rules were continuously evaluated as their fix-templates
were designed and applied. Like the previous section, this one has been di-
vided based on the implemented rules to showcase what was learned from each
one in regards to answering research question 2.

6.2.1 Lessons learned fromSonarqube rule S2111, Big-
DecimalDoubleConstructor

The two pull-requests submitted for the BigDecimalDoubleConstructor rule
are inconclusive for the rule’s suitability for a template-based approach. Though
the pull-request to PDFBox and SpongeBug’s PR to Eclipse were both accep-
ted, the still open pull-request to the Apache Commons Configuration library
and the discussion it spurred show that the proposed transformation cannot al-
ways be implemented without further changes due to the peculiar behaviour of
the valueOf method of the BigDecimal class. The behaviour is unexpected
enough to warrant an explanation inside its own source code which is why it
was originally missed.

Ultimately, all submitted pull-requests (of both Sonarqube-repair and Sponge-
Bugs) have either been merged or made developers aware of the danger of
using the double-constructor of the BigDecimal class, making the repair a
valuable addition.

8https://sonarcloud.io/project/issues?id=jspwiki-builder&
resolutions=FIXED&rules=squid%3AS4973&types=BUG

https://sonarcloud.io/project/issues?id=jspwiki-builder&resolutions=FIXED&rules=squid%3AS4973&types=BUG
https://sonarcloud.io/project/issues?id=jspwiki-builder&resolutions=FIXED&rules=squid%3AS4973&types=BUG
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The main lesson learned considering characteristics of static analysis rules
that make them suitablefor the template-based approach is that one must truly
understand all consequences of a change in detail as the slightest introduced
difference can break tests or worse, the project itself. In this case, the fact that
the valueOf-method always returned a decimal point was not caught before
creating the fix.

6.2.2 Lessons learned fromSonarqube rule S2116, Ar-
rayHashCodeAndToString

Only a single pull-request has been made for the ArrayHashCodeAndToString
rule and it was for a violation in Spoon. When choosing violations to imple-
ment fixes for, it seemed like an ideal candidate due to the hypothesis that few
alerts should be false-positives and the general nature of the fix. The pull-
request to Spoon was merged without any comment which indicates that for
this case, the hypothesis holds. However, due to the very limited evaluation,
the rule cannot yet be deemed suitable or unsuitable for the template-based
approach. A possibility is that due to the rule’s rarity, violations of it may ac-
tually be false-positives (deliberate usage) if it is a very rare mistake to make.
This is pure speculation and needs more data to be supported or discarded.
What we learn is that for future similar studies, which want to evaluate differ-
ent rules, one should make sure there are enough violations "in the wild" to
draw conclusions from.

6.2.3 Lessons learned fromSonarqube rule S2272, Iter-
atorNextException

Construction of the repair-template for the IteratorNextException rule uncovered
SonarQube’s tendency to raise an abundance of false-positive alerts for it.
The current repair-template, which also activates when encountering all these
false-positives, is therefore unsuitable for automatic patching (manual inter-
vention is required to filter out valid repairs).

Modifying the processor’s filter to skip most of the false-positives does
not require too much work as the main contributors of these have already been
identified and documented in subsection 6.1.3. The ability to modify the filter
and not rely on SonarQube is a major strength of Sonarqube-repair and its
usage of Spoon. The issue of false-positives is not contained to this rule and
is something to consider when creating additional processors.
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Two true-positives were found and pull-requests were made and merged,
fixing a total of four violations in Spoon and PDFBox. Repairing true viol-
ations of the rule is valuable and shows that even rules with a high number
of false-positive alerts are worth considering as long as the true-positives can
be filtered. If the code transformation could also mark obvious false-positive
alerts (documented in subsection 6.1.3) for SonarQube to skip them in future
analyses (i.e. with the //NOSONAR mechanism), the number of alerts could
be greatly diminished.

6.2.4 Lessons learned fromSonarqube rule S4973, Com-
pareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals

Filtering for false-positives

Given the large number of true-positive alerts and high acceptance rate for
submitted pull-requests for the CompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals rule,
we deem it to be a great candidate for the template-based repair approach.
However, it also shows how hard false-positive alerts can be to spot and filter
out, which stands in stark contrast to the ease of it for the IteratorNextException
rule. Many violations, including the one we closed shortly after creation, state
that the "violating" usage is deliberate in in-line comments which are very hard
to catch programmatically due to the nature of natural language [56].

Consequences of fixes

Like the BigDecimalDoubleConstructor rule, this violation showed the im-
portance of considering the consequences of the fix. In this case, changing
"==" toequals introduces possibleNullPointerExceptions. Both Sonarqube-
repair and SpongeBugs received requests to amend this by inverting paramet-
ers.

The generality of fixes

Another thing to note is how general fixes such as using equals may not be
sufficient if more specific options are available, like in the case of using com-
pareTo when comparing Integers. Adding a check for using compareTo
rather than equals when it comes to Integers is not too hard to implement
into the Spoon processor but this paves the way for other potential cases; what
other data types should use individual methods?
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Patch rejection

We also saw how patches can be rejected if their value is not obvious. In our
case, one PR was denied due to the code being old and "working so far".

In SpongeBugs case, a pull-request was made to the codice/ddf project for
inverting parameters to avoid potential NullPointerExceptions. The PR was
rejected as the changes were deemed "unnecessary" since no NPE could be
triggered in that particular case. The reviewer acknowledged that the change
was not negative in nature (it did not make the code worse) but since it did not
add any value either, it was rejected.

This is another point to consider when evaluating rules; even though the
fix is applicable to all offences, even false-positives, it may still be rejected if
the value of it is not clear to project maintainers.

6.2.5 Lessons learned from discarded rules
Lessons were also learned from rules which were evaluated for suitability and
discarded.

One lesson being that potential fixes to rules must be evaluated for actually
fixing a problem rather than a symptom such as in the case of rule S2259 (Null
pointers should not be dereferenced"). There is no simple way of identifying
if the fix adheres to this or not. The only way to do so is to acquire a sufficient
understanding of the issue and all consequences of a proposed fix.

Lastly, the discarded rule S3077 ("Non-primitive fields should not be volat-
ile") strengthen some previous findings such as considering all consequences
of fixes. The obvious fix in this case (removing the "volatile" keyword) is
not always applicable and truly understanding the error is vital. It also high-
lights how violations related to synchronization are unlikely to be fit for the
template-based approach but that it (and other types of probably unfit rules)
can be broken down and have sets of violations solved with the approach. This
concludes that seemingly unfit rules can be partially solved by the approach,
both if they are prone to false-positives (like in the case of IteratorNextExcep-
tion) or if general fixes cannot be constructed (such as for S3077).

6.2.6 Conclusion
The smallest of differences matter

As seen in almost all implemented and discarded rules, every minute con-
sequence of a fix should be brought to light and fully analysed. The smallest
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change, such as returning "42.0" instead of "42" can lead to patch rejection.
Additionally, if some consequences are inevitable, include amendments to

those consequences in the fix such as in the case of parameter inversion for
rule CompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals.

False positives

An important characteristic to consider when picking suitable rules is the num-
ber of false-positive alerts it raises. There are more aspects of this though as
one also needs to consider how hard it is to filter out all false violations. If
they can be properly filtered, making fixes for rules with a high-positive rate
is still valuable.

The generality of fixes

A fix should ideally be applicable to all violations of a rule but this does not
necessarily mean that the fix always does the exact same transformation. In the
case of rule CompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals, we saw how the general
case of using equals could be improved by the use of compareTo. How-
ever, the latter method does not lend itself well to all kinds of comparisons so
flexibility of solutions should be taken into consideration.

Additionally, if a fix cannot be created for all violations of a rule, there
may still be value in creating one for a subset of them. An example being
synchronization which, due to its complex nature, is unlikely to have repair-
templates that address all violations though has been shown to contain subsets
of violations for which there may be appropriate templates. All violations of
a type must not be eliminated for patches to be accepted.

The value of a fix

Every repair should be valuable and its value should also be made apparent to
maintainers. Applicable fixes that bring no apparent value will be rejected.

Repairs should also address issues rather than symptoms. Creating a fix
which only hides underlying issues is dangerous and of negative value.

RQ2: Several characteristics of static analysis rules which indicate their fit-
ness for a template-based fix have been identified. These are: (i) the import-
ance of considering and compensating for all consequences of a fix, (ii) the
false-positive rate of the rule, (iii) considering how general or specific a fix
can be and (iv) the importance of making the value of all repairs clear.
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6.3 RQ3: How can Sonarqube-repair be in-
tegrated into existing continuous integ-
ration (CI) work-flows?

To investigate the possibilities of integrating Sonarqube-repair into existing de-
veloper workflows, two models have been successfully set up and prototyped.
Both have been tested on Apache projects and are able to automatically cre-
ate branches containing patches which solve violations of SonarQube rules. At
this time, no model can create functional patches as both use the normal-mode
of Spoon when performing code transformations, resulting in many unneces-
sary changes unrelated to the rule violation. The use of normal-mode is neces-
sary due to sniper-mode crashing when encountering certain code conditions
and all analysed projects include at least one such crashing file.

The results of the individual models are divided into their own sections.

6.3.1 Model 1 - Completely standalone
The first model for CI-integration works much like Repairnator [45] in the way
that it runs independently of analysed projects and creates patches in forks of
them like any human developer would.

Like Repairnator, it requires a human to make a sanity-check before a pull-
request is opened. Given rigorous human sanity-checks (making sure that the
fix is appropriate), the tool should be an exclusively positive experience for
maintainers of projects receiving pull-requests as these would ideally never
be bad. The model resembles the workflow of the evaluation of Sonarqube-
repair conducted over the course of this study. The several merged PRs created
using that workflow give credit to the model. The biggest issues facing it are
the requirement for a human sanity-check and projects having very differing
infrastructures.

In an ideal world, the human sanity-check is good enough that any pull-
request passing it should be accepted but as shown during the evaluation of
Sonarqube-repair, where every PRwas checked by a developer before creation,
some patches will still be denied for different reasons. It is unreasonable to as-
sume that the reviewer must understand each analysed project to such an extent
that they can decide the patch’s acceptability. Additionally, it skirts the edge of
what is considered a "sanity-check". A sanity-check should ideally only look
at obvious errors such as unnecessary syntactic changes or simple deletion
of failing tests. Hence, given that some incorrect patches are bound to slink
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through, maintainers of projects will still from time-to-time have to waste time
with denying created patches. If there are many, they might come to detest the
tool, opting to not receive any additional pull-requests from it. However, as
was seen in the case of the pull-request made to the Apache Commons Con-
figuration project, even pull-requests that are not merged may still be valuable
to project developers as they are made aware of uncovered limitations.

Project infrastructure

The second downside to this model for CI integration is the issue of projects
having varying code infrastructures as discussed in subsection 7.3.1. This ap-
proach would have a hard time not only understanding if the maintainers re-
quire one to first open an issue on GitHub or Jira and perhaps signing a CLA
but also having to comply with those requirements.

6.3.2 Model 2 - Integrated into an existing CI pipeline
The second model for CI-integration is created as another step in a CI pipeline,
where new commits to the master branch trigger Sonarqube-repair.

This model is prototyped by forking an Apache project, setting it up to
use Travis CI and then incorporating Sonarqube-repair into the build system
managed by Travis CI. It can successfully create branches containing patches
whenever a commit is made to master. The second model is envisioned to
only analyse files that are included in the latest commit to master but due to
time constraints, it currently analyses every file of the project with every new
commit.

Integrating Travis CI

To integrate Travis CI in the second model, a couple of manual operations
must be made, such as adding deployment keys, disabling a check for included
Apache licenses in files (due to our script not including it) and adding the
compiler version to the build file of the project. These changes are deemed
to not be a part of the evaluation of the model (in which manual work for
integration plays a large role) as the model assumes a project is already using
Travis CI.

Project infrastructure

As opposed to the first model, this one suffers less from the uncertainty of
differing project infrastructures. The reason being that due to it being directly
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controlled by project maintainers, they can set up the tool with their personal
infrastructure in mind. This includes automating the opening of issue-tracker
tickets or excluding the tool from certain requirements such as signing CLAs.

When should Sonarqube-repair be triggered

For the second model, a choice had to be made for whether Sonarqube-repair
should be run on any PR made or only after changes had already been com-
mitted to the master branch.

The upsides of the chosen method (the latter one) are that any time-critical
code such as "hotfixes" can make it into master quicker and that programmers
will not be interrupted in their "programming flow" as pull-requests can be
evaluated at any time. The latter advantage being identified byMeyer et al. [57]
as amajor contributor for whether developers perceive their time as productive.
The downside of the approach is that code containing static errors can make it
into the master branch and remain there until Sonarqube-repair gets to fixing
it. Additionally, if the developer who made a patch which triggers Sonarqube-
repair does not handle the pull-request herself, someone else might have to
spend more time with the pull-request to understand the change.

The chosen approach is in line with another repair tool, Refactoring-Bot
[42], whose major focus is tool integration and how developers interact with
it. C-3PR [49] uses this approach as well.

6.3.3 Conclusion
Seeing as how both models successfully create patches and have their designs
being inspired by other similar tools, we deem both models as viable altern-
atives for CI integration of Sonarqube-repair and other similar tools. We also
note that the models do not have to be exclusive; to raise awareness and sub-
sequent usage of Soanarqube-repair, the first model, if proven to create many
correct patches across different projects, could increase the likelihood of pro-
jects integrating the second model into their own pipelines if they do not want
to wait around for the first model to analyse their project or if they want to cus-
tomize the tool to their liking by i.e. having it automatically open Jira tickets.

Both models are also very integration-friendly and require minimal ef-
fort of maintainers. The first model simply serves them finished pull-requests
which can be approved whenever and the second one only requires the down-
load of a single script and the addition of a single line to the Travis CI config-
uration.
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One important aspect whichwas not exploredwhen creating the prototypes
is the ability of developers to reject pull-requests and making sure that the tool
remembers this choice and does not make the same pull-request the next time
the file is analysed. Such functionality is included in static analysis tools such
as SonarQube and Coverity [58].

GitHub repositories

The first model has its own GitHub repository in which a list of projects to run
is specified. It can be found here: https://github.com/HarisAdzemovic/
SQ-Repair-CI-Integration.

The second model is a fork of an Apache project which has had Travis CI
integrated together with the necessary script. It can be found here:

https://github.com/HarisAdzemovic/sling-org-apache-
sling-resourceresolver

RQ3: Two models for CI-integration have been prototyped successfully,
showing two distinct ways of integrating Sonarqube-repair into existing de-
veloper workflows with minimal effort required from project maintainers.
The first model mimics the design of Repairnator where it runs independ-
ently of analysed projects and submits pull-requests as any outside contrib-
utor. The second model is tightly coupled to a project’s workflow through
Travis CI integration.
While Sonarqube-repair remains in its infancy, the first model is preferable
as it requires less of users and therefor has a smaller chance of causing frus-
tration. As the tool evolves and interest increases with every successful PR
(submitted by the first model) maintainers may consider adding the tool to
their CI-workflows, especially as user-friendly customization is introduced
to allow modification of the tool to fit individual projects’ needs.

6.4 RQ4: How does Sonarqube-repair com-
pare to SpongeBugs?

A comparison of the closest found tool to Sonarqube-repair, SpongeBugs, is
made to highlight their similarities, differences, strengths and weaknesses.

https://github.com/HarisAdzemovic/SQ-Repair-CI-Integration
https://github.com/HarisAdzemovic/SQ-Repair-CI-Integration
https://github.com/HarisAdzemovic/sling-org-apache-sling-resourceresolver
https://github.com/HarisAdzemovic/sling-org-apache-sling-resourceresolver
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6.4.1 Shared rules
We compare Sonarqube-repair and SpongeBugs by implementing the same
two SonarQube rules marked as BUG that SpongeBugs do. The two are Big-
DecimalDoubleConstructor (S2111) andCompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals
(S4973). Pull-requests made by SpongeBugs to different projects where it ap-
plied these two fix-templates are found and the parent commits of those PRs
are checked out and have Sonarqube-repair applied to them. The resulting files
are then compared to SpongeBugs’ repaired versions of the files.

BigDecimalDoubleConstructor, S2111

For S2111, we compare a SpongeBugs commit made to the Eclipse IDE9. The
greatest difference found is that SpongeBugs makes more transformations than
Sonarqube-repair as it targets all invocations of the BigDecimal constructor
rather than exclusively the ones with a floating-point type parameter. Sonar-
Qube will only raise a violation for the latter case which is why Sonarqube-
repair only transforms those invocations as well. This is in line with the recom-
mendation of Tao, Han and Kim [54], to not make unnecessary changes. How-
ever, one could argue that always using the valueOf method of BigDecimal
is more consistent and hence more maintainable which the same authors claim
is a key factor for patch acceptability. We do not investigate whether there is
any performance difference to invoking the valueOf-method compared to
the constructor.

Beside that difference, all changes of SpongeBugs and Sonarqube-repair
are semantically identical with only a few having some syntactic differences
such as the removal of a newline or the addition of parentheses around a state-
ment which has been explained in section 4.4.

CompareStringsBoxedTypesWithEquals, S4973

For S4973, two pull-requestsmade by SpongeBugs to theAtomix10 andKeanu11
projects are compared. In the case of Atomix, both tools find the offending
line and repair it. Spoon’s sniper-mode crashes when analysing the file which
forces Sonarqube-repair to use normal-mode. This causes a much larger diff
(as explained in section 4.4) than the one produced by SpongeBugs. Addition-
ally, SpongeBugs’ initial commit was reviewed and asked to have the paramet-

9https://git.eclipse.org/r/#/c/140524/
10https://github.com/atomix/atomix/pull/1032
11https://github.com/improbable-research/keanu/pull/568

https://git.eclipse.org/r/#/c/140524/
https://github.com/atomix/atomix/pull/1032
https://github.com/improbable-research/keanu/pull/568
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ers inverted to use "Yoda style"12 as described in subsection 6.1.4, showing
how both tools suffered from the same weakness. In the commit to Keanu,
SpongeBugs had implemented rule S1132 (parameter-inversion) which was
the only difference of note (the rest being minor syntactic differences) when
comparing the tools’ output. Sonarqube-repair should also aim to implement
rule S1132 in the future to improve acceptability of rule S4973.

6.4.2 Conclusion
Differences in shared rules

The comparison made between the tools show them handling shared rules
quite similarly withminor differences, mainly SpongeBugs’ decision to change
all invocations of Bigdecimal(double) to use the valueOf method
rather than only changing it for parameters that are of a floating type.

The other difference in shared fix implementations is that SpongeBugs
also includes a fix for rule S1132 (parameter inversion) which makes it have a
higher acceptability ratewhen replacing comparisons using "=="with equals.

Amount of fixes

SpongeBugs includes fixes for nine code smells and two bugs aswhere Sonarqube-
repair repairs no code smells and 4 bugs (2 of which are shared with Sponge-
Bugs). The higher number of fixes and their prevalence (only a single viola-
tion was found for one of Sonarqube-repairs’ exclusive rules) generally makes
SpongeBugs more applicable at the time of writing.

Technology used

The two tools use vastly different systems for code transformationwith Sonarqube-
repair using Spoon whereas SpongeBugs uses the Rascal Metaprogramming
Language [9]. We are unfamiliar with Rascal which limits the comparison.
What can be stated is that in Spoon, all analysis and transformation is written
in pure Javawith no other knowledge needed. Rascal is its own languagewhich
one needs to learn. Rascal allows transformations of other languages than Java
whereas Spoon only targets Java. In SpongeBugs’ specific case, Rascal’s Java
8 grammar [59] was used which makes SpongeBugs only usable for programs
that do not use Java functionality introduced in later versions. Spoon supports

12https://knowthecode.io/yoda-conditions-yoda-not-yoda

https://knowthecode.io/yoda-conditions-yoda-not-yoda
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Java up to version 11. We are unaware of the effort required for SpongeBugs
to support later Java versions.

CI integration

SpongeBugs has not explored CI-integration but it is marked as a future re-
search area. Sonarqube-repair has prototyped two working models of CI-
integration, both producing patches automatically and with minimal effort re-
quired of maintainers to add these to their workflow.

RQ4: The comparison of Sonarqube-repair and SpongeBugs show that their
fixes of shared rules have minor differences and that the tools mostly differ
in implementation and scope. Sonarqube-repair uses Spoon for code trans-
formation and targets rules of type BUG as where SpongeBugs uses Rascal
and mainly repairs Code Smells. Sonarqube-repair has come further re-
garding CI-integration with two working prototypes as where SpongeBugs
has not explored it beyond marking it as a future research area.
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Discussion

This section covers overarching findings and observationsmade over the course
of the thesis. It also includes threats to the validity of the thesis and how these
have been accounted for.

7.1 Limitations
As Sonarqube-repair is built on top of static analysis, it suffers from many of
the same issues static analysis is plagued by and outlined in subsubsection 2.2.

One of the biggest such issues is the amount of false-positive alerts. Since
the filters of Sonarqube-repair are modelled after SonarQube’s rules, it catches
the same false-positives as the static analysis tool. This was made apparent
when looking at violations of the IteratorNextException rule in the Apache
Commons Collections library. SonarQube analysis reports 29 violations of the
rule ofwhich 0 are true-positives. These false-positives propagate to Sonarqube-
repair which proposes fixes for non-issues. Just like for static analysis in gen-
eral, this could easily alienate developers from using the tools if they are being
overwhelmed by incorrect patches [58].

False-positives can be hard to identify even for developers. When making
pull-requests for this research’s evaluation, one PR was erroneously made to
the Apache Sling JCR Resource library. The reason being that the alert was a
false-positive but was not evaluated as such initially. What did point out that
it was a false-positive was a one-line comment a bit above the fix-location,
mentioning how the "incorrect" usage of the equality operator was actually
intentional. If a human developer can miss false-positives, then it is naturally
hard to automate the process. In this case, a bot would need to know how
to read and understand comments and connect the comment to the reportedly
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violating lines. This is a huge research area known as natural language under-
standing which is, in the field of artificial intelligence, classified as part of the
most difficult problems (AI-complete) [56].

There is no simple solution to the issue of false-positives since if there
was, it would have already been applied to static analysis. However, there
are ways to mitigate it. Due to how the code transformations created for this
thesis are made, with both the filter and transformation manually defined, it is
possible to customize the filter to be stricter than SonarQube rules. I.e. in the
case of the IteratorNextException rule, the Sonarqube-repair processor’s filter
could easily be altered to not change the code if the method throws a different
error than the one SonarQube looks for. Additionally, it could be combined
with annotations such as@SuppressWarnings or //NOSONAR comments
to make sure these false-positives are not flagged as violations in subsequent
analyses. This is only possible due to the approach of uncoupling Sonarqube-
repair from SonarQube and not relying on its analysis.

7.2 Threats to validity
The largest threat to the validity of this research is the amount of data used
for evaluation. Ideally, more projects both within and outside the Apache
Software Foundation would have been analysed, including closed-source ones
used in industry. Additionally, an increased number of rules would further
strengthen (or weaken) claims made about the template-based approach. This
has in part been compensated for by analysing SpongeBugs which confirms
that the template-based approach is viable even with its wider reach of pro-
jects and rules.

Regarding CI integration, a proof of concept in a highly-controlled envir-
onment is far from ideal. Ideally, prototypes should be made in cooperation
with project maintainers and be incorporated into their workflow for a period
of time after which it should be evaluated. The created prototypes are based
on previous research/other tools which have been tried and tested successfully.

7.3 Future research
This section outlines areas which should be further explored to expand upon
this research. It mostly focuses on some of the identified hurdles on the path
towards full automation of Sonarqube-repair and similar tools.
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7.3.1 Varying code infrastructures
Even though all analysed projects (excluding Spoon) are part of the same en-
veloping organisation (Apache), they still differ in what we refer to as "infra-
structure", how the development process of the project is set up. Below are
some identified infrastructure areas the difficulties of automating adherence to
all of them.

PR status

Though all the analysed Apache projects (and Spoon) have their source code
hosted on GitHub, some only have a read-only mirror which contributors can-
not have their pull-requests merged into. This is the case for PDFBox for which
both created pull-requests were closed on GitHub but merged into the code in
separate commits by a maintainer. A fully automatic approach which bases its
success on the status of its submitted pull-request would consider these pull-
requests failures even though they were accepted.

External tools for issue tracking

Additionally, though projects have their source code hosted on GitHub, some
use external tools for issue tracking. Here, the issues are discussed before
and during a pull-request’s submission. Apache uses several mailing lists for
discussion but also external tools such as Jira 1 and Bugzilla 2. For some
projects, opening an issue is a mandatory step of the contributing guidelines.

Contributor License Agreement

Apache prefers one to first sign a Contributor License Agreement (CLA) be-
fore making any contributions3. CLAs are documents which protect the rights
of project owners who have outsiders contribute to their products. Can a bot
sign such a document? This question was also uncovered and left unanswered
by the Repairnator project [45].

1https://issues.apache.org/jira/
2https://bz.apache.org/bugzilla/
3https://www.apache.org/licenses/contributor-agreements.

html

https://issues.apache.org/jira/
https://bz.apache.org/bugzilla/
https://www.apache.org/licenses/contributor-agreements.html
https://www.apache.org/licenses/contributor-agreements.html
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Corner cases

Making an automated tool understand all these different processes and adhere
to them is hard. Even if the most common processes and tools were auto-
mated, some projects’ setup would still throw the tool for a loop. I.e. the
pull-request made to JSPWiki was merged but the maintainer commented that
commits should also include changes to two other files, "Release.java" and
"ChangeLog.md" where data about the commit should be included. This re-
quirement has not been encountered in any other analysed project and it is
reasonable to believe that similar corner cases exist.

In the case of JSPWiki, the reviewer made the additional changes himself
but a bot would be at a disadvantage for future pull-requests as it would not
understand the comment and would most likely mark the pull-request as a
success, seeing as how it was merged. When making a pull-request in the
future to the same repository, the bot would once again ignore the additional
required changes which would make it more likely to get rejected.

Meanwhile, developers creating bots cannot trust that any comment on a
pull-request is some note for future submissions as maintainers often leave
simple messages of thankfulness for contributions.

However, emphasis should be put on the fact that the PR to JSPWiki was
merged, meaning that non-optimal solutions can still be acceptable and all
issues with automation mentioned here must not be fully solved before auto-
mated solutions are viable.

7.3.2 Style adherence
Chapter 6 (Experimental Results) mentions how most fixes had to be manu-
ally changed due to some transformations slightly altering the style of the code
through unnecessary syntactic changes. Since there is no universally accep-
ted best style, one needs to learn the style of every new project encountered.
Spoon supports style choices such as indentation or line wrapping but auto-
matically recognizing what style is appropriate for a project and applying it is
not something which was studied in this thesis. It is certainly possible to do
but yet another aspect of automation which needs to be considered.

Having projects enforce their style as part of their CI-chain as Spoon does
(failing the build if a file does not adhere to style) helps mitigate these issues
as the tool would then immediately realize that it has produced an incorrect
patch and not make a pull-request. However, this solution puts a burden on
project maintainers rather than the tool itself.
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Future studies should focus on minimising the style impacts of transform-
ations but also on recognising and applying appropriate style for transforma-
tions where code must be added such as in the case of rule IteratorNextExcep-
tion.

7.3.3 Test case inclusion
A related research area which aids the success-rate of automatic repair sug-
gestions is the area of automatic test generation. When submitting bug fixes,
adding unit tests which clearly showcase the bug is encouraged. Simply men-
tioning that there is a static violation makes it harder for maintainers to judge
whether there is a bug at all, especially considering the large amount of false-
positives plaguing static analysis. Hence, a unit test which involves the afflic-
ted method and fails in HEAD but not in the pull-request is a huge boon to
maintainers and their ability to judge the bug.

The requirement of a test case showcasing reported bugs in the Apache
Commons Configuration library was what set off the discovery of previously
unknown incorrect behaviour when Sonarqube-repair submitted a pull-request
to the project. Generating unit tests automatically that show the violation in
action is not by any means trivial and an area of study [22, 23, 24, 25]. In-
corporating such a mechanism into Sonarqube-repair would be a great im-
provement but also a huge endeavour as well considering that a much greater
understanding of the code will be required for the tool to not only understand
where to place the test (test file directories have no standard structure) but also
understand how to get the correct method invocation with correct parameters.

The inclusion of unit tests is not strictly necessary as shown by the vast ma-
jority of pull-requests merged in this thesis not having them as well as the re-
search of Gousios, Pinzger and Deursen [60] not finding a correlation between
PR acceptance and the inclusion of test code.

7.3.4 Continuous integration
There is much work to be done in the area of developer workflow integra-
tion. SpongeBugs mentions it as a future research area while two newer tools,
Refactoring-Bot [42] and RefBot [44] both put a large emphasis on the subject.

Both tools have come further in developer interaction with the tools and
their produced pull-requests. The first CI-integration model of Sonarqube-
repair only serves project maintainers with pull-requests on GitHub with the
only available interaction being acceptance or denial of it. GitHub itself allows
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for more interaction such asmaking general comments or commenting specific
lines of code and requesting them to be changed but there is no mechanism for
Sonarqube-repair to understand such comments. Refactoring-Bot does include
it by granting developers the ability to make limited changes to pull-requests
through commenting certain instructions as described in section 3.2.

RefBot goes even further in developer interaction and allows developers to
reject individual changes within each pull-request through an external API as
described in section 3.2. This is the most sophisticated interaction mechanism
found but does rely on the tool being setup and ran on an external server. This is
not an issue for an approach like Repairnator’s where the server is maintained
by the Repairnator team but if one wishes to have the full GUI functionality
and retain full control of the repair tool (such as in Model 2), the effort of
setting everything up may be a deterrent.

A "feedback-loop" where the tool remembers decisions made by maintain-
ers for pull-requests is another area which should be explored to make sure the
same pull-request does not get submitted twice.

7.3.5 Expanded evaluation of Sonarqube-repair
Sonarqube-repair is mainly evaluated based on pull-requests made to Spoon
and Apache projects which leaves room for more comprehensive future eval-
uation.

Some aspects beyond simply increasing the number of analysed rules and
projects (discussed in section 7.2) is to conduct interviews with developers
to get their perspective on Sonarqube-repair and automatic program repair in
general.

Another evaluation area would be to analyse benchmarks such as Defects4J
[34] or Bears [61] to identify "real" bugs which can be solved using the ap-
proach much like what AVATAR [50] did.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

This thesis evaluates a template-based approach to automatic program repair.
Fix-templates for bugs detected using static analysis are manually written and
applied to open-source programs in which such bugs are present. Four fix-
templates targeting an equal number of bugs are defined and collected in a
tool named Sonarqube-repair. Pull-requests made to projects belonging to the
Apache Software Foundation show that the template-based approach is a vi-
able repair strategy and worth pursuing further given how the majority of pull-
requests have been accepted and merged.

The thesis investigates and quantifies characteristics of static rules that
make them fit for automatic repair using a template-based approach. Future
research can make use of this data when choosing what rules to create fix-
templates for.

Possible integration approaches of the tool into existing developer work-
flows are also explored with two different models being prototyped. Both ap-
proaches have been applied to Apache projects and show how the tool can be
integrated with minimal effort required from developers.

Lastly, a comparisonwith another template-based repair-tool, SpongeBugs,
has been conducted. The comparison shows how the applicability area of the
approach is large with the tools mainly focusing on different types of viola-
tions (bugs and "code smells") and that similar tools can be developed using
completely different code-transformation tools with Sonarqube-repair using
Spoon [7] and SpongeBugs Rascal [9].
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